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0 Comment 

This document contains details of any errors and ambiguities in the Subject A311 study materials 
for the 2020 exams that have been brought to our attention.  Dependent upon when you 
purchased your materials, some of the changes may have already been incorporated into your 
materials.     

Important note 

This document was last updated on 27 February 2020.   
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1 Course Notes 

Study guide 

Page 5 

In the first paragraph, change ‘Error! Reference source not found’ to ‘6’, so it reads Section 6. 

Chapter 10 

There are two additional summary pages to follow on from the first summary page (page 19).  
These additional pages are included at the end of this document. 

Chapter 18 

Page 2 

The section references have changed on this page, replacement pages 1 and 2 are included at the 
end of this document. 

Page 4 

The last sentence of Section 1.2 on this page before the Question which starts ‘We will discuss ...’ 
should be removed. 

Page 15 

In the second paragraph of Section 3.5, change ‘Error! Reference source not found’ to ‘2.5’, so it 
reads Section 2.5.  

Chapter 19 

Page 2 

The first ‘Error! Reference source not found’ should be changed to ‘5’, so it reads Section 5.  The 
last two paragraphs on this page should be removed. 

Chapter 29 

Page 37 

In Solution 29.5, the section headed ‘Liability risks / analysis of experience’ should be removed 
and a new section on Tail Value at Risk should be added at the end of the solution: 

Tail Value at Risk 

Tail Value at Risk is the expected shortfall below a certain level, given that the shortfall has 
occurred.  For example, if we believe that our average loss on the worst 5% of the possible 
outcomes for a portfolio is $5 million, then the Tail VaR is $5 million for the 5% tail. 

As Tail VaR quantifies the size of the ‘tail’, it would be more appropriate to use if there is evidence 
that the distribution of investment return is ‘fat-tailed’ or skewed. 
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Chapter 29 

Page 28 

The wording in the final section of this summary page relating to Risk measures has been 
replaced.  An additional page 28a has been included at the end of this document with the new 
wording. 
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Share prices of companies in the same sector are correlated because such companies: 

 use the same resources and so have similar input costs 

 supply to the same markets and so are similarly affected by changes in demand 

 have similar financial structures, and so are similarly affected by changes in interest 
rates. 

Property 

A prime property would score highly on all of the following factors: 

 location   

 age and condition 

 quality of tenant 

 the number of comparable properties  

 lease structure 

 size. 

Investment and risk characteristics of property 

 void and default risk 

 obsolescence, deterioration and refurbishment costs 

 susceptible to political risk 

 long-term real returns (i.e. move in line with inflation) 

 expected return higher than that on index-linked government bonds 

 stepped income stream 

 running yield varies with the type of property 

 can provide high utility (feel-good factor) to the investor 

 long-term volatility of capital values but short-term stability due to infrequent 
valuations 

 high dealing and management costs 

 possibility for investment characteristics to be changed by the investor, 
e.g. redevelopment 

 unmarketable 

 large unit size 

 indivisibility 

 uniqueness 

 subjective valuations 
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Indirect property investments 

Indirect investments in pooled property funds and property share companies may also be 
available.  They help overcome some of the key problems with direct property investment 
(e.g. lack of marketability and large indivisible units).  However, they are not without their 
own problems.   
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Modelling 

 

Syllabus objectives 

11.1.1 Describe the approaches available to produce the solution to an actuarial or 
financial problem. 

11.1.2 Describe the construction of actuarial models to produce solutions in terms of: 

 the objectives of the model 

 the operational issues that should be considered in designing and running 
models. 

11.1.3 Describe the use of models for: 

 pricing or setting future financing strategies  

 risk management: assessing the capital requirements and the return on 
capital or the funding levels required  

 assessing the provisions needed for existing commitments to provide 
benefits on contingent events 

 pricing and valuing options and guarantees. 

11.1.4 Describe how sensitivity analysis of the results of the models can be used to help 
decision-making. 
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0 Introduction 

In this chapter, we look at approaches that can be used in developing the solution to actuarial 
problems.  Much of the material covered in this chapter is generic and therefore applicable when 
solving any one of a wide range of problems that an actuary might encounter. 

In Section 1 we consider why models are often used to arrive at a solution to an actuarial 
problem.  We also consider the different options available to a company in terms of the source of 
the model. 

Section 2 examines the key objective of a model and operational issues that need to be 
considered when models are being constructed.  In addition, we address the important decision 
as to whether the model should be deterministic or stochastic in nature, and outline the steps 
that should be carried out in order to develop each of these two types of model.   

In Section 3 we consider sensitivity testing. 

In Section 4 we consider the use of models, we will introduce: 

 the use of models for pricing an insurance company’s business 

 the idea of using model points, i.e. finding representative policies to use to try to mirror 
the key characteristics of all of the policies   

 other factors that may influence the prices charged for products 

 the use of models for managing benefit schemes.  The model can help determine the 
appropriate amount and timing of contributions 

 the use of models to aid in risk management 

 how liabilities are valued for regulatory purposes 

 how options and guarantees can be modelled in order to assess their value. 

In Section 5 we include a Core Reading question on modelling. 
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Chapter 29 Summary (continued)

Risk measures 

Risk measures can be classified into two groups: deterministic and probabilistic. 

Deterministic approaches to measuring risk include the notional approach, the factor 
sensitivity approach and the scenario sensitivity approach.  

Probabilistic approaches include: deviation (including standard deviation and tracking error), 
Value at Risk (VaR), probability of ruin and Tail Value at Risk (TVaR). 

VaR and TVaR can be calculated using an empirical, parametric or stochastic approach, 
scenario analysis. 
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